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Bisplinghoff Accepts Job 
UMR Chancellor Dr. 
Raymond L. Bisplinghoff, 59, 
has reportedly accepted a 
position as the Vice-President of 
Research at Tyco Laboratories. 
Bisplinghoff, who will retire as 
UMR chancellor effective 
January 1, 1977, has been with 
Tyco as a director for the past 
several years. He was also 
instrumental in founding Mobil-
Tyco Solar Energy Corporation, 
a joint venture ' with Mobil Oil 
Corporation. 
Bisplinghoff was named 
chancellor July 17, 1974 and 
assumed the duties the 
following October 1. He suc-
ceeded Dr. Dudley Thompson, 
now vice chancellor, who had 
filled the position on an acting 
basis for one year after the 
resignation of Dr. Merl Baker. 
Dr. Bisplinghoff will continue 
as director of both Tyco 
Laboratories and Mobil-Tyco. 
Tyco is involved in solar energy 
research, undersea power, 
undersea cables, and precision 
instruments. It has grown 
rapidly from a small research 
company to a major cor-
poration. 
Scholarship Search 
The start of a · national 
academic search for the first 
Truman Scholarship candidates 
has been announced by the 
Harry S. Truman Scholarship 
Foundation. 
"The Foundation and the 
Truman Scholarships were 
established by an Act of 
Congress to honor one of our 
nation's great Presidents. This 
memorial is a living and 
prestigious one, as it provides a 
concrete way for our most 
talented college men and 
Film Course 
Next semester's film course-
series will meet on Thursday 
nights from 7:30 to 10:30. The 
films will be as follows: 
Fellini 's Amacord, Buster 
Keaton's The General , 
Antonioni 's The Passenger with 
Jack Nicholson, a feature 
length cartoon The Fantastic 
Planet, Truffaut's Story of 
Adele H, Altman's Nashville, 
Bergman's Cries and 
Whisper's, a Russian movie The 
Cranes Are Flying, Marlon 
Brando's One Eyed Jack 's, 
Opuhul's The Sorrow and The 
Pity. The fee will be ten dollars. 
Program director is James 
Bogan of the Humanities 
Department. 
women to prepare themselves 
for careers in government." 
Fifty-three students who will 
be in their junior year of college 
next fall will be selected during 
this year through the Foun-
dation as the first Truman 
Scholars. 
The Foundation will award 
scholarships in programs 
leading to careers in govern-
ment and provide a maximum 
stipend of $5000 a year for up to 
four years of college study. In 
addi tion to being outstanding 
students , with a grade point 
average of at least "B" (or 
equivalent) and being in the 
upper quartile of their classes, 
candidates will be required to 
demonstrate a firm com-
mitment to public service. 
One student will be selected 
from each state, the District of 
Columbia, the Commonwealth 
of Puerto Rico, and considered 
as a single entity, Guam , the 
Virgin Islands, American 
Samoa , and the Trust Territory 
of the Pacific Islands. 
For consideration as a 
Truman Scholar, a student 
must be nominated by his or her 
college 's president, upon the 
recommendation of the Truman 
-Scholarship Program faculty 
representative . Accredited 
institutions of higher education 
must submit their nominations 
by December 15, 1976. 
Dr. Kenneth Dunipace, University of Missouri·Rolia professor of electrical 
engineering, checks over an experimental car being used in research on alrver·venlCle· 
environment interaction. Known as the Driver Performance Measurement and 
Analysis System, the car was developed for the office of Driver and Pedestrian 
Research of the National Highway Safety Administration. The car has Instrumentation 
that measures and records almost everything done by the driver and the automobile. 
UMR . Researchers 
Special Auto 
An experimental car which 
uses sophisticated measuring, 
computing and recording 
equipment to monitor almost 
everything done by the driver 
and the vehicle , is being used in 
research at the University of 
Missouri-Rolla. 
Known as the .Driver Per-
formance Measurement and 
AnalYSis System , the car was 
developed for the Office of 
Driver and Pedestrian 
Research of the National High-
way Safetv Administration. 
The UMR research is on 
driver vehicle environment 
interactions and is under the 
direction of Dr. Kenneth 
Dunipace, UMR professor of 
electrical engineering. Dr . 
Dunipace worked on the initial 
planning and specifications for 
the vehicle while on a field 
assignment for UMR with 
Department of Transportation 
in Washington , D.C. in 1972. 
driver and vehicle behavior so 
that we can mqdify charac-
teristics of both driver ana 
vehicle to avoid highway 
crashes, " Dr. Dunipace ex-
plains. 
Also on the research team are 
Dr. Frank Kern, professor of 
electrical engineering ; Kenneth 
King of Route 2, Chaffee, 
graduate student in electrical 
engineering , and Elaine 
" In this research, we are Christian of 11701 Denny Road, 
applying modern technology to St. Louis , junior in electrical 
increase our understanding of engineering. 
]!{aut 1\ :!Itt111 Qrl}ristmas 
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r--t Lltlce~ to appear In ar s ou e type an 
(,",posited in the North door of the Miner office in Bldg. 
1 I by 10;00 p.m. Sunday This will assure publication 
In the next edition of the Miner. 
WIVES SCHOLARSHIP 
Applications are now available for the 1977-78 Wives 
Auxiliary St. Louis Chapter - MSPE scholarship. This 
scholarship was increased to $750 for 1977-78. 
Must be in the field of engineering, must be a (unior 
or senior starting the fall 1977 semester. Scholarship 
deadline is January 3, 1977. 
Applications can be secured from Office of Student 
Financial Aid, 106 Parker Hall. 
LOANS AVAILABLE 
The Office of Student Financial Aid has a two-week 
deadline prior to regular registration for applying for 
short term loans to pay tuition and fees. 
Any person wishing to obtain a short term loan for 
tuition and fees for spring 1977 registration must do so 
prior to December 27, 1976. 
"BLOOD DRIVE" 
Once again the Student Council is sponsoring the 
UMR Blood Drive. It will be held December 8 and 9 
from 10: 30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. in the St. Pat's Ballroom. 
This drive will be one of the more important ones 
because it falls just before the Christmas holidays. 
With all the people traveling on the road, there will be 
more accidents than usua l, which means a greater 
demand for blood. 
There are many advantages to giving blood and no 
disadvantages, help out the person who might be the 
one you love, give blood . 
UNIVERSITY CENTE R RELAXES, 
FAC ILITY USEAGE POLICY 
The University Center Board of Directors has ap-
prQved a policy change allQwing all campus 
organizations to use the Univers,ity Center on .8 
reglflar ba'Sis. Effective January 1, 1977 reservati-ons 
)fIJII be jicce.pte~.:, under _ the pial) I!Idopted ,.,by ,ftoliey .. c' 
. ,nw-fsion:.'This .action is an .attempt ,to r,alite '~ high.e.r . 
" , useage rate .liJJM .UniverSlfy ~nter .facllltJes. Recent 
. ,'", ~' stUdies rtveal all ~pproXimate lSper centusea., j~ ' 
of. UnlW:!rsifV center 'East facilitr,es and below 3O-.per 
" 
" c.i!nt '«I t~' U",lv~rsity C;",ter ' vAst .blll \tr:ng- TheSe,~ 
:. fig~r~$ anraPPl~~ble to ·fa-cilities' ~nclildffiJi :meet',ng' ' 
,r.o«!J7is tltcH requ~re :r.eserva'tions. Tiie,y do ,riot ~PDIY;:fo 
,public ar~as ,:such ;IS caf,.terlas, 10,unges; 'etc. 
' '(ampu!j O11Jariizations are ericouraged fo ' in-
vesJlpte' Jhis ch,ange' reJatlve to how the Oitiversity 
>~nter canbetfer-'ser.ve the campus. Inquiries should 
be ,directeU, to the Reservation Office, University , 
.- '( .. nfer Wes't- .or ~the Dlrector .... s oHi.(e in ~'m 114' 
,'. . -unwer.slty btlte.jo:West. ' 
. ~ . . 'l · . \ #: • ~ '.- ... ',' -:- ', : .':.,' '. -, 
.. . .. ,~_ .. ':~. :'. ~ rr , '" 
,~ :.' .. " . UMR SCUiA,CL.lJS -· " 
~, The uMR Scuba Club will hold Its last meetin:g of the - . 
"semester 01'1 Tuesday, Nov: 39( ilt 8:00 in Room 120, 
, M.'E. ' ElectiOris will occur for next semesters officers 
and a " ~rogram :'of some kind will be presented. 
"IMPORTANT, BE THERE" II! 
JEREMIAH JOHNSON 
On Sunday December 5th the STUDENT UNION 
BOARD will present its final film, JEREMIAH 
JOHNSON, at 4: 00 and 6: 30 p.m. In Centennial Hall. 
INTERCOLLEGIATE KNIGHT MEETING 
IK will have a meeting Thursday Nov. 18 at 7:00 
p.m. in 117 CEo Special Topics : 1. Election of Royal 
Earl Candidate 2. Area Conference on Nov. 20. 
LAST DANCE 
The last dance of the semester will be Saturday 
December 4th from 8: 00 to 12: 00 p.m. in Centennial 
Hall. The dance is presented by the STUDENT UNION 
BOARD. 
FLORENSIC SOCIETY 
All members are urged to attend a meeting on Nov. 
17 at 4: 00 p.m. in Room 201 Hum. Soc. Sci. Bldg. We 
will be getting ready for our Spring Debate. 
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID OFFICE 
Missouri 'Grant Checks are now available in the 
Cashiers Office. 
ATTENTION ARROWMEN 
Beta Chi Sigma, the service fraternity for Arrowmen, 
will hold its next biweekly meeting on Thursday, 
December 2, at 8: 00 p.m. in 119 CEo Nomination of 
officers, the pledge project, and committee reports on 
the upcoming Merit Badge University will be the 
order of business. All interested parties are welcome 
to attend. 
RUSSIAN SLIDE SHOW 
Student Council Free UniversiTy presenTs a KU551C11I 
Slide Show. On Dec. 2, at 7:30 p.m. Dr. Bobby Wixson 
will present a slide show on his trip to Russia this last 
summer in the Mark Twain room. Dr. Wixson was 
one of a small select group of American Scientists to 
be invited t o go on a tour of Russia. 
Hook Auto Supply 
Big Discounts 
Auto Parts-Acccessories-Speed Equipment 




University of Missouri· 
Rolla's Cha,m ber Orchestra, 
Wind Ensemble and Percussion 
Ensemble will present "An 
Afternoon of Instrumental 
Music " Sunday, Dec. 5, at 3 
p,m. in the Mechanical 
Engineering Auditorium , 
The 12·member Chamber 
Orchestra, directed by Joel 
Kramme, instructor in music, 
will offer Telemann's "Suite in 
A Minor for Flute and Strings," 
Telemann was a contemporary 
of Bach and preceeded him at 
Leipzig Conservatory of Music. 
In this segment of the concert 
Marcel Wehrman will be 
featured on the flute . Ms, 
Wehrman is a graduate student 
in mathematics at UMR, She 
received her undergraduate 
degree from Southwest 
Missouri State University in 
Springfield . She also plays the 
organ and sings, 
Dr, David Oakley, associate 
professor of music, conducts the 
other two segments of the 
concert. Dvorak's "Serenade, 
Op. 44 " in symphony form will 
be presented by the IS,member 
University Wind Ensemble, 
"Dvorak is one of the most 
important composers of both ' 
symphonic form and chamber 
music ," says Dr. Oakley , "This 
particular serenade for a small 
instrumental group is a classic 
exam pie of the second half of 
the 19th century ." 
The P ercussion Ensemble 
consists of eight members who 
play a total of 12 different in· 
struments, Selections to be 
performed , by this group are : 
"October - Mountain " by 
te='=:>roc:==='M »e::::::>i""""",,,,",»e::::::>itc::::::X ' H 0 v Ira I?es s ;, "Rondo" S .cii e r· 'T~!'QUDJ~,e: Jew.el~~~. ~, "~~Iep~ S~'UIPt.~~~~ .~c~.~~~es ·t.i~,~;;, ~,:~,~~~o.:!.;~::~:~t .. : .. ;,+~,,;::; , ~i~ .::Mrc~a:e1-'l ·.:GiftS:;&,,: Craft~~' .~.~. '- ,./ ~X~:;:~l~ ~r~'~~~~':~., ': o:2tJlo'l>i.~ :ST, " M'~.: . 'SA~, ,10:~~lOO . pie:i~ · ' "~ enarg~it\ j~ns., li~?fdxi.~elJ: ' '.fj~. ::; , ~.c=::;#) ... (t=;="t~,te=;"""'i""?~ ' ._ .;, ,~-one~ ,ali4?J.) , mtn'y-r~ l< ":0:-', :-',,:~. . ~" ~.. \- ::,;-. Y ' :~ ~':.~:.:~t:.,.'~t;· .... . ~, ~'~ ~,~ .... . : ... JO -r..... . - .~ ~~ _. ',: ... .. ;,._ ~l'2\ 
:,Res t ~'uranilif. Bar 
35,14 '~Rau~t(:: Drive- F orll,," . U ~';" . 
" , .~ ' j~~~A!~!~~"'"';"'1 " ~:'" 'i .' . 
:,. , 




Rotla .~raft & Hobbv, 
Now at a ne w and larger location to serve you,r needs beNer. 
1009A Pine (11th & Pine) 364,5581 
• iEz :>. 
• ALEX P1ZZA PARLOR 
FEATURES: 
Greek Pizza Spaghetti 
Salad Sandwiches 5 % Beer 
For Delivery Phone 364-2669 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
MON.-S.UN. 4:00 AM-2:00 PM 
122 W. 8TH STREET 
• • 
• .~ 
.\ ~:~ ~.;: " ,·;r~. "': .  ' .. ~: ! l 
c- ~ .. ...;:.... . . ' ... 
..;.' : 
~-~ ..... ---- •• ~ _ ____ n . ", IO OU)OII. 
I -~ _ _ . . ~.-,- •. - , - ... - - ... , 
Open 6 :30 ShOWs 7; 15 ' 9;00 
Norman IpGI 
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New Financial Aids Requirements 
The following was adopted by 
the Student Financial Aid 
Committee on November 17, 
1976. 
For purposes 01 having 
financial aid in the forms of 
grants and loans extended into 
succeeding semesters 
measurable satisfactory 
academic progress is defined as 
follows: 
1. The student must have 
passed at least 24 hours in the 
preceding 12 months. Summer 
session credit may be included. 
2. The student must be 
enrolled in at least 12 hours in 
the semester for which the aid is 
granted. 
3. At the end of each 
semester, semester and 
Prof. Authors Book 
Dr. Frank R. Vivelo, an an-
thropoligist in the Department 
of Social Sciences, UMR, is the 
author of a new book entitled 
"The Herero of Western 
Bostswana: Aspects of Change 
in a Group of Bantu-Speaking 
Cattle Herders." The book is 
based on Dr. Vivelo's 
ethnographic fieldwork in 
Africa in 1973 and describes the 
changes in Herero society that 
resulted from the adoptio of a 
Western-influenced economy 
and technology. The book is 
being published as Monograph 
61 of the American Ethnologica 
Society and is distributed by 
West Publishing Company (St. 
Paul). The American 
Ethnological Society publishes 
only one ethnographic 
monograph each year, and The 
Herero is its 1976 selection. Dr. 
Vivelo is also the author of a 
forthcoming textbook entitled 
"Cultural Antropology: An 
Introductory Handbook" (which will be released next 
January by McGraw-HiIl) and 
the co-editor of "American 
Indian Prose and Poetry" (Putnam's, 1974). 
EXAMS!! 
Finals Schedule 
The final exam period will begin Monday, December 13, 1976, a 7:30 a.m. and end at 5:30 p.m., Saturday, December 18, 1976. Common Finals are scheduled for those courses listed in Section II below. Room assignments for Common Finals will be an-
nounced by the instructor. . 
Courses not covered in Sections I, II, or II are to be arranged by the instructor in cooperation with the students in that couse. r. Evening-Course Finals are scheduled for the regular evening 
session during final week. 
II. Common Finals (Rooms to be scheduled by Registrar) Course Final Exam Tim CSc73 (except evening) Wednesday 7:30-9:30 CSc 74 Tuesday 10:00-12:00 CSc163 Wednesday 7:30-9:30 CSc 218 Monday 10:00-12:00 CSc253 Wednesday 7:30-9:30 EE61 Thursday 3:30-5:30 EM 50, 100, 150 Tuesday 10:00-12:00 EM 110 Monday 10:00-12:00 Math 2, 4, 8, 21, 22 Monday 10:00-12:00 Math 6 Wednesday 10:00-12:00 Physics 21,23,24,25 Wednesday 10:00-12:00 III. Regular Finals (Meet in regular meeting room) First Weekly Class Meeting Time Final Exam Time 




Monday 11 : 30 
Monday 12:30 
Monday 1 :.30 
Monday 2:30 
Tuesday 8:05 or 8:30 
Tuesday 9:30 
Tuesday 10:30 
Tuesday 11 :05 or 11 :30 
Tuesday 12:30 
Tuesday 1:30 or 2:05 
Wednesday 3:30-5:30 
Tuesday 3: 30-5: 30 
Thursday 10:00-12:20 
Monday 3: 30-5: 30 
Friday 10:00-12:00 
Friday 7: 30-9: 30 
Tuesday 7: 30-9: 30 
Monday 7: 30-9: 30 
Monday 1: 00-3: 00 
WedneSday 1:00-3:00 
Tuesday 1: 00-3: 00 
Thursday 1: 00-3 : 00 
Thursday 7: 30-9: 00 
academic grade_point averages 
must be more than: 
Aid 
granted 
Sem if sem 
Sem & Acad ave is 
attend GPA above 
1.70 1.70 
2 1.80 1.90 
3 1.90 2.!0 
4 or more 2.00 2.20 
Consideration of continuation 
of financial aid may be made by 
the Student Financial Aid 
Committee for students not 
meeting each of the above 
criteria. Appeal must be made 
either in writing or in person, 
however , it is recommended 
that students appear before the 
committee in person and be 




If you enjoy jazz, don't miss a 
concert presented by the 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
Jazz Ensembles I and II 
Tuesday, Dec. 7, 7:30 p.m., in 
the Mechanical Engineering 
Auditorium. 
Both jazz groups, conducted 
by Dr. David Oakley, associate 
professor of music , play con-
trasting styles . 
Jazz Ensemble II opens the 
evening of music with "My 
Funny Valentine" by Rogers 
a nd Hart (a Stan Kenton 
arrangement); " That 's the 
Way I Feel " by AI Cobine; 
"Headframe" by Rick Stitzel ; 
"B.J.'s Thing " by Bob Lowden; 
,"Tribute to the Duke " a 
medley of Duke Ellington 
compositions ' and "Bach's 
Back With a Beat ," a jazz 
adaptation of the theme from 
"Suite NO.6 in D" by Richard 
Maltby. 
Selections offered during thl' 
second half of the concert by 
Jazz Ensemble I are entirely 
from Stan Kenton and Maynard 
Ferguson arrangements. They 
include "Shaft," Hey Jude," 
"The Rise and Fall of a Short 
Fugue," "What Have They 
Done To My Song, Ma?," 
"Country Road," "First Child" 
and Malaguena. " 
The concert is open to the 
public and there is no admission 
charge. 
Date: DEC. 8 th _ 9 th 
Tune: 10:30 A.M. - 4:00 P.M. 
Place: Sf. Pat's Ballroom, 
+ Old Student Union 
Lutenist to Perform 
The University of Missouri-
Rolla 's annual Madrigal Dinner 
program, Wednesday , Thur-
sday and Friday, (Dec. 8-10) 
will feature a guest artist this 
year. 
Kevin Mason , I utenist, will 
perform early 17th Centruy 
English and Italian selections 
for lute during the dinner hour 
each evening in Centennial Hall 
of the University Center. 
Mason , who hold a B.M. 
degree in music history from 
the University of Missouri-
Columbia, is currently studying 
early performance practices 
and musicology at Washington 
University in St. Louis. He 
began his performing career as 
a classical guitarist, having 
studied with Michael Lorimer of 
Washington University and 
Allan Rosenkoetter of 
Columbia. 
His lute instruction has been 
independent self-study, except 
for some instruction in a 
sem inar by Paul O'dette, 
director of early music 
programs at Eastman School of 
Music. His instrument is a 
recent copy, by Robert Lind-
berg of Portland, Ore., of an 
early 16th Centruy lute by Hans 
Frie. a Bolognese lute maker. 
Included in his program will 
be several pieces by Jonn 
Dowland (1563-1626), "Kemp's 
Jig ," "Greensleeves," other 
English selections and some 
early Italian pieces, time 
permitting. 
Music before and after the 
dinner will be provided by 
members of the UMR Chamber 
Choir and University Choir in 
period costume. They will offer 
traditional English Christmas 
music - some acapella and 
some antiphonal. A wassail 
bowl, boar 's head and flaming 
plum pudding are special 
features at the' dinner . 
Cost of the dinner and evening 
of Christmas music is $7.50 per 
person. Reservations are 
required and may be made by 
calling the University Center 
reservation desk, 341-4294 J or 
341-4295. 
The program is jointly 
sponsored by the music section 
of the UMR humanities 
department and auxiliary 
enterprises. Joel Kramme , 
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Second Shot 
The U.S . Public Health 
Service has announced that 
individuals between the ages of 
18 and 24 need a second swine 
flu immunization shot no sooner 
than four weeks after having 
received the first one. 
This, of course, affects a 
major'.~y of UMR students. 
Because the Rolla campus was 
unable to obtain vaccine, im-
munization shots were not of-
fered until Nov. 18. Second shots 
would be due Dec . 16 or later -
which falls during semester 
break. 
Mrs. Jessie Nations, head 
nurse at UMR's student health, 
recommends that students 
home for the holidays make an 
effort to obtain the second swine 
flu shot from their local clinics 
or personal physician. 
"The second shots will be 
available at the infirmary for 
those students who are in Rolla 
or the vicinity and want to stop 
by," she continues. " And they 
will be available when the 
students return for the spring 
semester. It would be best, 
however , if students could 
manage to get the second shot 





A chancellor's search 
committee is now being formed. 
One undergraduate student will 
be on this committee. If you 
would like to be the student 
member and feel you are a good 
student body representative, 
stop by the student council 
office, Room 202 in the old 
Student Union, and fill out an 
application . You must act 
quickly as the deadline is next 
Monday, Dec. 6 at 4 p.m. 
WHAT'S GOlNGON AT UMR 
. . Thursday, Dec. 2 - "Brother Sun, Sister Moon," 
quasi-fictional biography of the founder of the 
Franciscan Order, St. Francis of Assisi. Directed by 
Franco Zeffirelli. · Stars Graham Faulkner, Judi 
Bowker, Leigh Lawson and Alec Guinness. Last in 
Seminar on the Arts Great Films series. 7:30 p.m., 
Mechanical Engineering Auditorium. Admission 
charged. 
.. Friday, Dec. 3 - Openhouse, UMR Observatory, 7 
to 9 p.m. Free. - Humanities department seminar on 
Hemingway and Faulkner, Dr. Lynne Loschky, 
professor of English at Lincoln University and Dr. 
Larry Vonalt, visiting assistant professor of English · 
at UMR, 3: 30 p.m., Humanities-Social Sciences G-5. 
Free. 
.. Sunday, Dec. 5 - "An Afternoon of Instrumental 
Music," UMR Chamber Orchestra, Wind Ensemble 
and Percussion Ensemble, 3 p.m., Mechanical 
Engineering Auditorium . Free. 
.. Monday, Dec. 6 - Basketball, Miners' vs. Kansas 
State-Pittsburg, 7: 30 p.m., Multi-Purpose Building. 
Admission charged. 
.. Tuesday, Dec. 7 - "Show-Me Courthouses and City 
Squares," Marian Ohman, program coordinator, 
UMC Extension Division, 12 noon to 1 p.m. Room 107, 
Mining Engineering Building. Free . 
.. Wednesday and Thursday, Dec. 8-9 - Red Cross 
Blood Drive, sponsored by UMR Student Council, St. 
Pat's Ballroom, University Center. 
.. WedneJiday, Thursday and Friday, Dec. 8, 9 and 10 
- Madrigal dinners, UMR Chamber Choir and 
University Choir in cooperation with auxiliary en-
terprises, socia I hour 6 p.m., Miner Lounge, dinner 
6: 30 p.m., Centennial Hall. Cost is $7.50 per person. 
Reservations necessary. Call University Center 
reservations desk, 341·4294 or 4295 . 
.. Thursday, Dec. 9- Women's Basketball, Southwest 
Baptist, 7: 30 p.m., Multi-Purpose Building. Free • 
. . Friday, Dec. 10- Open house, UMR Observatory, 7-
9 p.m. Free. 
LADIES 
OWN YOUR OWN 
SPORTSWEAR & CASUAL 
SHOP NOW! 
No experience necessary. Pro-
gram includes an ' in ventory of 
the latest Name Brand styles. 
misc. supp li es. Train ing, Fix-
tures & Advertising. A Ga la Grand Opening and 
Continued assistan ce. No Franchise Fee. All this 
for as li tt le as $12.:;00 . CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-874-H RO Ex!. 102. 
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International Exhibition 
Did you know that there are 
forty-three countries 
represented by International 
students here on campus? Well, 
had you been at the "Inter-
national Exhibition" in the Sl. . 
Pat's Ballroom of the Student 
Union last Wednessday and 
Thursday, Nov. 17 and 18, you 
would have been able to enjoy 
an exposition of over 18 coun-
tries. Many students and 
faculty did attend and helped 
make the exhibit the success it 
was. 
Displayed at the exhibit were 
handcrafted items, traditional 
clothing and historical ar-
tifacts. A vistor had the op-
portunity of talking with 
students of representative 
countries and finding out more 
about their customs, cultures, 
and interests. 
Posters, slide-tape presen-
tations and music also were 
offered to help give a better 
understanding of the lifestyle in 
each country. 
Countries taking part in the 
exhibition were Venezuela , 
Thailand, India, Nigeria , Iran, 
the Caribbean Islands 
(Trinidad and Puerto Rico ), 
China, Turkey, Lebanon, 
Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Quartar, 
Oman, Sudan and Libya . 
During the afternoon, films of 
various countries were shown. 
If you missed this years 
exhibition, be sure to attend the 
one scheduled for next 
semester. 
Indian students display exhibits at International Exhibition. Photo by Naeger 
Introducing Vision Center's 
"L ' oveemor 
L '" eave em 
Plan 
The original purchaser of this pair of contact lenses. if not 
completely satisfied within 30 days of purchase. is entitled to a 
refund of the cost of the lenses only. Refund "Jill be made upon 
return of the lenses with this certificate to the Vision Center 
where purchased. This plan does not include damage o r scratch· 
. ing, loss or theft of contact lenses. This certificat-a is not 
transferable. 
Expiration Date 
It takes the indecision 
out of the decision to buy contacts. 
If you wear eyeglasses, you've prob-
ably thought about getting contact 
lenses. You've probably also had 
second thoughts about whether you'll 
like them or not. 
That's why Vision Center now offers 
our "Love 'em or Leave 'em" Plan. 
Try contacts. WeOI them. Live with 
them. And then, within 30 days of 
purchase, if you decide they're not for 
you, we'll refund the cost of the lenses. 
You owe it to yourself to see how you 
like contacts. And now Vision Center 
has a way for You to do that. Without 
owing anything to us. 
PEARLE 
VISion center 
Rolla-702 Pine Street. Tel. 364-7311 
Open daily 9-5, Fri. 'til 8:30 






What is The Student 
Council? 
• 
Each semester one dollar 
out of every student's activity 
fees is allocated to the Student 
Council. Frequently questions 
are asked such as: VVhat does 
the Student Council do with the 
money it gets? What does the 
Student Council do? What can 
the Student Council do? 
It has become apparent that 
many students at UMR don't 
know what the answer to these 
questions are and don 't realize 
the potential of the answers to 
these questions. 
Our Student Council is made 
up of representatives from each 
fraternity, sorority, dormitory 
and eating club along with 
unaffilia ted rep res en ta ti ves 
who petition for membership. 
This membership obviously 
makes it the most represented 
organization on campus . 
Work done by the Council is 
usually done by one of the seven 
committees of the Council. A 
brief description of these 
committees and what they have 
done this year follows: . 
1) Campus Organizations 
Committee - is responsible for 
making recommendations to 
the entire council as to what 
organizations the general 
Student Council Appropriations 
and non-varsity sports club 
moneys are to be given. This 
committee is also available to 
aid any club or organization on 
campus that needs a helping 
hand . So far this year this 
committee has made both 
appropriations recommend-
ations. In addition to this they 
helped four organizations obtain 
offices in Student Personnel. 
2) Recruiting and Hospitality 
- each year this committee 
publishes a Special Freshman 
Edition of the Miner and works 
with the Registrar's Office in 
recruiting efforts. Currently 
this committee is working on 
the Special Edition of the Miner 
which should be completed and 
sent out to high school seniors 
early in January. Earlier this 
year they manned an in-
formation booth for new 
students on this campus. 
3) Free University - this 
committee organizes lectures of 
interest to the student body. 
Lectures this semester have 
been on insurance buying and 
rock climbing . The next topiCS 
will be on Solar Energy and 
Sound Systems. 
4) Student Services - This 
committee is responsible for 
taking action on any complaints 
or questions received through 
the bitch box. This committee 
also organizes and supports the 
varsity football and basketball 
cheerleaders. So far this 
semester they have made 
available to the students a voter 
registration and the straw 
ballot. They also coordinated 
and funded the first blood drive 
By STEVE LlESCHEIDT 
STUDENT COUNCIL 
PRESIDENT 
and the football cheerleaders. 
5) Referendum Committee -
this committee compiles, ad-
ministers and publishes the 
results of all the student 
referendums. One general 
referendum has been run this 
year which resulted in the 
passing of some constitutional 
changes. A housing question-
naire is being run within the 
dormitories by this committee. 
6) Academic Affairs Com-
mittee - this committee a.d-
ministers the faculty 
evaluation, makes recom-
mendations of students to be on 
the campus wide committees, 
evaluates action taken by the 
Academic Council and develops: 
communicationlinesbetweenthe 
faculty and the students. Work 
is nearing completion for this 
years faculty evaluation. 
7) Publicity Committee -
responsible for making the 
students aware of what the 
council is doing during the year. 
The council has contact with 
our own campus 
Administration, U-Wide 
Affairs , and with the city of 
Rolla. Representatives are sent 
to the Academic Council, 
University Center Board of 
Directors and student 
representa ties serve on cam-
pus-wide committees. The 
University of Missouri Board of 
Curators meetings are attended 
and reports and action are 
taken to the best interest of the 
UMR student body. Also we 
have students ' currently 
working on the Search Com-
mittees for a new University 
President and three ne';;" 
members on the Board of 
Curators. A student-city lias ion 
attends the Rolla city council 
meetings and offers student 
help when needed. 
As can be seen the money and 
time spent by the council is 
spent on projects to the best 
interest of the student body. 
The Student Council has contact 
with every aspect of the 
university system making the 
potential goals that can be 
achieved through the Student 
Council virtually unlimited. I 
feel the council this semester is 
made up of hard working 
representati ves who have done a 
fine job thus far. However, I 
don't think that the students 
have taken advantage of the 
council or their own repr-
senlatives the way they should 
be doing. The council is here to 
help the student get answers 
and results on any questions or 
complaints he might have. If 
you, the sfi.ident, don't voice your 
opinion on topi.cs, all we can do 
is assume you are satisfied 
with the way things are - that 
would make things easy for the ' 
council this year, but I don't 
believe that's the way it really 
LISTEN TO YOU AND HELP 
YOU. 
MISSOURI MINER 
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Hey Listen! I know it's almost semester's end, but Step back!! 
Photo by FQrley 
( Ediletters ). 
STATEMENTOF POLICY 
The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily 
represent the opinions or policies of the Missouri 
Miner. The ediletters section is the sancturary of the 
student body. All letters submitted will be, as in the 
past, printed in the unaltered and original form when 
space in the paper permits_ 
To The University Student Body 
In the summer of 1974, I of the music would begin light, 
began work at the campus build throughout the day, 
organization known as KMNR. peaking at midafternoon, and 
Since that time, I have watched then come down during the 
the remnants of KMSM fade prime study hours and end 
into extinction, and witnessed again at light during the 
the growth of a new breed of "Nightflight " hours. The 
"jock", all the while developing "type" of music was to be 
a great love and a sense of pride varied throughout the day, so as 
for that radio station . to provide the listeners with a 
Last Spring , I applied, and cross-section of music types 
was chosen by the Board of during any listening period. As 
Student Publications , for the is obvious to any KMNR listener 
position of Public Relations this semester , this format has 
Director. At this time, though, I not been followed . When the 
feel that I can no longer attempt - point was made at a station 
the sale to the public of an. meeting that the jocks weren't 
organization in which I no vary ing their music according 
longer believe . to programming policy , Mr. 
Craig Bernstein, then News Williams responded with, "I 
Director, was strongly opposed don 't care WHAT you play!" 
last year to the firing of Dennis I feel that I can no longer. 
Hart, a station employee who tolerate this kind of hypocrisy 
continually and intentionally exhibited by many members of 
put the station and its license in the administrative board of the 
jeopardy by forging station. 
programming logs. At the The apathy and total 
beginning of this year , Mr. disconcern for their listeners 
Bernstein , now Station employed by many of the 
Manager , immediately initiated station announcers has become 
a set of " rules" for the station, extremely distasteful to me. in 
violation of which were cause my opinion, a student-financed 
for immediate dismissal. To my radio station should air the 
knowledge, three separate types (and quantities) of music 
instances of federal log preferred by the students who 
violations have arisen so far finance it. Contrary to this, 
~his semester, none of which Radio Station KMNR has 
were acted upon in the become a "private jukebox" for 
aforementioned manner . some 25 of the station 's 38 an-
Likewise , Ron Williams was nouncers. 
awarded the position of The morals by which I was 
Program Director last spring, raised (and still abide) seem to 
advocating a bell-shaped be non-existent at KMNR. I 
program format. The "Tempo" don't feel that I can continue 
compromising my standards 
for any group. I don't approve 
of using station funds (from 
student activity fees) for 
outings. And I strongly disap-
prove of the heavy use of drugs 
at these " outings". 
By remaining at KMNR, it is ' 
as if I condoned the methods by 
which it is run. I feel it is 
therefore necessary that I resign 
my present position as Public 
Rela tions Director, and any 
further positions at Radio 
Station KMNR. 
Most sincerely, 




I would like to take a moment 
to comment on Mr. Stephen 
Sower's editorial of November 
14, in which he derogatorily 
informed the public that UMR 
professors are overpaid for 
their efforts, and have demands 
that are unjustified and 
unreasonable. 
The $17,000 average salary 
paid UMR professors "for 
teaching two or three hours of 
(Continued on Page 6) 
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NI~ PLAN I 
(Continued from Page 5) 
class for nine months out of 
twelve" cannot be an equitable 
argument for anyone. In ad-
dition to teaching say three 
hours (actual in-<:lass time) , 
Mr. Sowers forgets that many 
teach as many as four classes 
(an actual in-<:lass time of as 
many as twelve hours ) ; they 
have homework and tests to 
grade, which is no small chore; 
they have to deal , personally , 
with as many as 70 to 100 
students; they have faculty and 
committee meetings; and to top 
it all they have to further the 
goals of the profession by 
publishing articles, attending 
conferences, and going tq 
professional society meeting., 
Apparently Mr . Sowers has not 
followed a typical engineering 
professor around trying to get 
his help with a difficult 
problem, only to find that there 
are three students and another 
faculty member in line ahead of 
you . I would also like to add that 
my starting salary after only 
four years of school will be 
$15,000 per year. Surely Mr. 
Sowers cannot justify this. 
The "clamor " that Chan-
cellor Bisplinghoff hears has a 
resounding note that will not 
stop by his resignation. This 
ma tter started by professional 
men stating their grievances to 
a person wanting only to stay at 
status quo, and has escalated to 
a point where it \" ill not go 
away. 
I very much sympathize with 
the good faculty at UMR, and 
feel that the only red face 
should be that of Stephen 
TRIPLE KNIT ACRYLIC 
WARM-UPS $1995 
LARGE SELECTION OF JOGGING SHOES 
VILLANOVA II & DRAKE BY BROOKS 
MONTREAL BY PONY 
THE GAS HOUSE 
Waitress Wanted 18 years & older. 
Contact: Employment Security Office 
Sowers for not fully 






Senior in Civil 
Quality of Campus 
Music 
Dear Editor , 
'In the last issue of the Miner , 
KMNR ' s Groundwaves 
discussed progressive music. 
Generally , I agree with the 
writer's statements about the 
nature of progressive music, 
but there are a few points I 
would take issue with. 
Specifically, his reason why 
progressive art is not usually 
accepted by the majority of the 
people. True enough, 
progressive work is difficult to 
understand, and is therefore not 
generally accepted , but this is 
not the only reason most 
progressive work is rejected 
by the public. The words 
"Progressive Art " have been 
used to cove anything from 
serious work to musical (or 
artistic) trivia generated by 
persons attempting to exploit 
the general public's love of 
gimmicks. As the writer noted, 
electronic devices have been 
used very effectively, both in and 
and out of the Rock Idiom. 
Unfortunately, these devices 
can be (and often are) used to 
cover up a lack of depth in the 
music or lack of talent on the 
part of the musicians . Com-
mercial considerations 
generally determine what is 
played by most radio stations , 
with the fortunate result that, 
for the most part , only that 
music which is acceptable by 
the general public is played, 
while more sophisticated music 
is left "out in the cold." 
The function Of an educational 
radio station is to increase the 
public's understandnng and 
appreciation of ALL types of 
music by presenting a wider 
variety of programming than is 
generally available on com-
mercial radio . I feel that 
KMNR's predominantly rock 
format has not always fulfilled 
this function , and s ince KMNR 
is operated for and funded by 
the student body, we, the 
students, should be able to 
expect nothing less than high 






Thank you note. 
Dear Student Body, 
Exhibition 
On behalf of the committee of 
the International Student's Club 
and Faculty Advisors , I would 
like to express my thanks and 
appreciation to the Presidents 
of the various Foreign Student 
organizations for the 
cooperation they gave me for 
making the "Internatipnal 
Exhibition" possible last week. 
Also, I thank the many students , 
staff, and faculty and other 
visitors who attended the 
Exhibition. Your participation 
made the "International 
Exhibition" a success! 
Faizule Ramjohn 
President 
International Students' Club 
Please submit all replies, 
rebutta Is, and-or letters to 
be printed in this column to 
the Miner Mailbox in Bldg. 
T-1. 
. -
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National (or local?) epillemic. 
AnotQer participant in ~e local 
JmJ et W-§Qirt contest. 
M ISSOURI MINER 
JmJQat else can it be. but tQe 1K~ttHS ~litterball! 
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1I1ormer Q!Qancdlor tai.splingQoff 
(as of alanual11 1. 1977) 
WQe noung anb dber stubrnts turnrb 
out for ~e election in Nouember. 
®ne of §lItta's mann ar-tiuitie.s: ~e §tubent 
Walent §Qow 
"Good morning yesterday, some 1,397 freshmen here at 
you wake up and time has UMR are on there way to get· 
slipped away , and suddenly its ting the education they will need 
hard to find the memories you to go into business . 
left behind, remember ... " It seems as if I have not even 
As the song, The Times of . touched upon the memories 
Your Life sung by Paul Anka made during the Fall Semester 
implies, time slips away and the of 1976. I am sure there are 
past is hard to find , just as the things and events' I have not 
fall semester of 1976 has slipped even pictured that make this 
by. This semester brought semester special to you, just 
many changes, many memories remember ... 
and left its mark on UMR and " . .. it 's hard to find the 
its students. This semester memories you left behind, 
some 1,026 seniors may remember, do you remember , 
graduate and leave UMR to the times of your life. " (Paul 
enter the business world , while AnkaJ 
lIt~1S'.s 1I1ir.st Annual aloe ~inrr 
JmJrek - l1lou remember ~at one, 
llon't nou? 
l~ormer ~ou. taonll 
at ~e ~issouri 
i.Enerm! <!ldnfereme . 1f{omecoming 1976: tQe ,rille ... ... anb ~e 1I1un. 
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Damn Fool's Opinion 
Super Civ, Wherefore Art Thou? 
Recently UMR experienced a 
kind of breach of trust. This 
breach was instigated by a Civil 
Engineering HONOR fraternity 
which goes by the name of Chi 
Epsilon. Some weeks back, in 
. the September 23 issue of the 
Miner, an original concept was 
introduced to this campus in the 
form of SUPERCIV. Less than a 
week after the publication of 
this cartoon introduction , a 
bulletin was noticed on the 
campus bulletin boards giving 
everyone an opportunity to sign 
up to buy a SUPERCIV tee-
shirt. This little enterprise, 
sponsored by Chi Epsilon , came 
as an unwelcome shock to the 
creator , writer , drawer, and 
entire staff of the newspaper as 
none of these people, had heard 
the very least about the tee-shirt 
project. 
Efforts were then made by 
members of the newspaper 
editorial staff to contact the 
president of Chi Epsilon or any 
member who knew anything 
about the problem . After many 
hassles, he was contacted. In 
the meantime, the creator of the 
character , SUPERCIV, was 
being advised of the legalities of 
the matter. It seemed that, 
because of an admitted 
misconception on the part of the 
Miner, the ~igure and name of 
the cartoon had not been 
copyrighted and was legally 
part of the publi.c domain; in 
other words, public property. 
Resigning themselves to their 
plight, the write and artist of the 
str'ip talked to the president of 
Chi Epsilon in order to perhaps 
salvage a piece of their 
creation. The representative of 
the honor fraternity seemed 
very agreeable about talking to 
the two men and even asked 
them to draw up a suitable 
stencil for use in the production. 
When some form of reim-
.bursement or royalties was 
brought up, the member of Chi 
By BRI AN W. KAVANAUGH 
Epsilon told the writers that he 
would have to discuss it with his 
officers. With all negotiations 
seemingly on the verge of 
completion, a stencil was made 
up and contact from Chi Epsilon 
was awaited. The next thing 
anyone heard was when another 
bulletin was posted stating that 
the tee-shirts were ready to be 
picked up . Compounding the 
shock of this was the fact that 
the figure portrayed on the shirt 
was merely a shoddy imitation 
of the original while bearing the 
same name, SUPERCIV. 
Granted , the organization , 
Chi Epsilon, was entirely within 
the law all the way through 
thei r e nterprising endeavor . 
But there does exist on 
this campus a little known , it 
would seem especially so to 
members of Chi Epsilon , 
Engineering Code of Ethics. 
This misuse of the character , 
SUPERCIV, is a direct violation 
of it and many other codes of 
ethics . 
This case would be slightly 
more understandable had the 
organization in question been a 
profit making group . But it is 
not. It is an Engineering Honor 
Fraternity . Could this be what 
the brothers of the fraternity 
deem honor? And look at the 
finished product of this 
organization. The general 
figure and the exact name are 
alike , but there are some 
,obvious and ridiculous dif-
ferences , in the character 
fea tured on the shirt. Was this 
an attempt to please or console 
the creators? If it was, it was in 
bad taste. Chi Epsilon 's 
rendition of SUPERCIV served 
only as an insult to the authors 
of the stri p and the staff of the 
Miner. 
li this is what we can expect 
in the future of such 
organization on this university , 
then that future looks pretty 
bleak. 
"r1V~ r. ::; ':' Special Of the Week m f'" 
7~SWis$ 
9 9 ¢ Sun. Thru Sat. Nov. 28-Dec. 4 MOUNTAIN BURGER FRENCH FRIES & 
SOFTDRINK, TEA OR COFFEE 606 Park 364·7600 
lENO'S MOTEL 
'STE'lK 'HOUSE : 
"HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK II 
Box 70 
Rolla, Mo. 
Phone: 364 · 1301 
Martin Spring Dr. 
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Red Faced From Anger 
This piece was originally to 
be a parody of an editorial that 
appeared in the Rolla Daily 
News and was reprinted in the 
Miner last week. I feel the 
situation is too serious to 
merely poke fun about it and the 
following stands as a rebuttal to 
the piece "Faculty Should be 
Red-Faced! " 
If man is a social animal, 
educated man is usually one 
with a sense of social justice ; 
this has been my experience 
with most faculty members 
whom I have known personally 
at UMR. I am convinced that 
the chief motivation behind the 
faculty's formation of a union 
type organization which will 
demand better treatment is the 
general feeling that it is the only 
recourse short of strike which 
will alter the present untenable 
situation. That untenable 
situation can be stated very 
succinctly: Administrative 
salaries of this institution are 
well above the national average 
for college administration 
salaries, faculty salaries (those 
By S.D. RUCKER 
faculty not involved in ad-
ministration) are well below the 
national average of college 
faculty members. At this school 
if you aren't an administrator 
(at least a department head) 
you more than likely aren't 
making much , regardless of 
your teaching or research 
abilities. In an institution whose 
fundamental goals are teaching 
and research - well, faculty, 
keep gri pi ng ! 
, Despite what our local con-
servatives may say, it was part 
of Raymond Bisplinghoff's job 
to listen to the faculty and do all 
he could to alleviate such an 
outrageous situation ; the 
faculty did not step out of 
bounds. At the meetings bet-
ween Bisplinghoff and the 
faculty I sensed a spirit of 
cooperation - the Chancellor 
seemed to be on the side of the 
faculty and agreed with ' their 
position . I'm sure that it was not 
the fac ul ty demands tha! 
caused his departure. At least I 
hope it wasn 't for they were 
entirely reasonable even if as 
yet unattainable. 
Next week there be featured 
an interview with Dr. 
Bisplinghoff. 
A Taste of The 
Talent Show 
The student talent show had 
something for everyone's 
musica l taste. The music 
ranged from Blue Grass to 
Country to Hard Rock. One 
talented duo consisted of Tom 
Tanner on the fiddle and banjo 
and Mac Mayfield on the guitar. 
They played and sang some real 
nice country tunes including 
their tunes including their finale 
of Foggey Mountain Break-
down. 
Another duo consisted of Ben 
Smith and David Thompson, 
each on guitar . They performed 
songs like, Jubal's Blues, Two 
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Student Service Project 
The service projects done by 
organizations belonging to GAD 
serve as a means for campus 
organizations to improve public 
relations . Two of the many 
service projects done by these 
groups are surveying and land 
clearing. Recently Sigma Alpha 
Delta Service Fraternity and 
Phi Kappa Theta have com-
pleted service projects . 
On Saturday - Nov-:- 6, after 
selecting a project from a list 
provided by Gamma Alpha 
Delta Service Fraternity, forty 
men of the Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Fraternity gathered at the 
Federal Soldier's Home in St. 
James to begin work on a seven 
acre park for the benefit of the 
Home. In essence, the project 
calls for the conversion of seven 
acres 'iir hillside adjacent to the 
Home and 1-44 into a wilderness 
area with provisions for 
wheelchair use. This includes 
nearly 2000 linear feet of asphalt 
pathway, including a bridge 
spanning a creek , the tran-
splanting of approximately 400 
Continued from page 8 
Hangmen, and Can I Have My 
Money Back . 
Acts which ran on the unusual 
side where Ron Kister on the 
accordian and Peggy Knapt 
recited the poem, Aren't Boys 
awful. The hit song Rolla , 
Missouri was performed by Bob 
Berri , along with his own song, 
trees , and the addition of picnic 
tables and bar be que grills. 
It seems the time has come 
again for Gamma Alpha Delta 
members to be .completing their 
projects. 
This semester Phi Kappa 
Theta is continuing its project 
at the Girl · Scout Camp , 
"WOHELO" a few miles out-
side of Rolla. A dispute came 
abou~ because of a farmer wh ' 
owned land on a perimeter of 
the camp. It seems as though 
the farmer had placed his {ence 
across onto the camps land. 
This dispute concerns almost 40 
acres lost by the camp. Last 
weekend Phi Kap members 
spent Saturday and Sunday 
trying to complete the sur-
veying needed to settle the 
dispute. Crews of 10 to 12 people 
withstood the cold weather as 
an approximate 2500 feet was 
surveyed. Almost one mile of 
the boundary is left to survey 
and it is in hopes of the camp 
and Phi Kaps that this will be 
completed soon. 
Television Blues and the Irish 
Ballad Darcy Farrow', made' 
popular by the Irish Rovers. 
Russell Bookout, did some very 
classical numbers from the 
Medieval and Rennaissance 
period. These are just a few 'of 
the students who braved fits of 
butterfiles to perform in front of 
their peers. 
Come On Down To 
·Shah 
Busch on Tap Popcorn 
Hours: Mon.·Thurs. S p.m.·l :30 a.m. 
Fri.·Sat. 3:00 p.m.·l :30 a.m. 
364·4334 1107 Pine Rolla, Mo. 










.(The Originator Of I 
The Student Finance I 
Plan In This Area.) I 
I This plan allows the students upon approved credits I 
I and job, to buy a new car with nothing down and I payments of $25.00 per month until you are on the lob. 
I This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has sold I over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating students I I this way. See us for all the details. Also you can use 
I your o~~i~s;;a~;~~~u~sN MERCURY I 
I This allows the graduating students to have a new I car before he graduates when he rea lIy needs it. "This I 
I is a special discount program for students. We will be I glad to quote you a price on a Ford or Mercury 
• product." I 
.. _--------------
-
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. ,'oefs (!tomer 
What's sadder than the sighf-and 
sound of a senior who discovers, the 
night before commencement, that he 
or she hasn't met all the graduation 
requirements? 
Almost nothing, thinks Charles J, 
Milhauser, the registrar at Cornell 
College in Iowa, who urges seniors 
to check such things the fall before 
graduation. This year, in fact ; he 
sent Cornell's seniors this poem: 
~ow MI\N~ pAveR? MI.\ST ONE' t-MN "sUI{ i 
Y>E-f'ORl:: YOlI GALL ttt N\ />.. (iRAti?' 
AIH) II'{ tlOW MAN\( FINAL-oS ""'-'?\ ONES \'AJ~ CRI~ 
13eft)~ -rn€" 'S\--\eEf'St<-'N~ 10 ~ w-.p? 
YE,?/ ",..",0 lEu... M{; WHJtr COUl2.6C:5 WIlJ..- L-06ND ItE A.lOl!> 
fOR A l:?R1ES\\T AND UNPRING\l"IED LAD,' 
WI<:. rrreN ON MY SLEEVe; 
Daily Special 
ashew or Sweet $ 
& Sour Chicken 1 79 
Regularly $2.19 • 
Mon Dec. 6 Thru Sat. Dec. II 
Hwy. 7.2 It-r RoUa Street 
'Twas the night before graduation, 
when all through the !lorm. 
Not a creature was stirring, 
not even in Ror'm. 
All diplomas were signed_ 
, by the pres'dent with care, 
In hopes that the graduates 
soon would be there . 
When out on the lawn there arose 
such a clatter: 
Some seniors just learned 
of a terrible matter, 
More rapid than eagles 
the registrar came 
And he counted their credits 
and called them by name: 
Flunk, Marsha; flunk. Spencer; 
flunk Frances and Dixon; 
Flunk Como, he's stupid; 
flunk , Donna and Nixon; 
Then up to the Hilltop 
the parents they flew 
With all sorts of threats 
and a lawyer or two. 
All said, in a twinkle, 
"The registrar's goof. 
He's hemming and hawing, 
. but, where is the proof?" 
As they drew out their checkbooks 
while turning around. ' 
Down the hallway the registrar 
came with a bound. 
He spoke just this word 
as they reached for his neck: 
"I asked every senior 
to come for a check! 
In early September 
I bid them come in, 
Both to look at their records 
to know what has been 
And to learn what remains 
and what still must be done 
If they are to finish 
in time for May's fun. 
We talk about transcripts; 
requirements, too; 
And I mark on a sheet 
all they need to get thOrough . 
Your child was invited 
to come for a check. 
Had he done so he would 
have avoided this wreck ," 
The proof was conclusive, 
the punishment paid, 
'Twas foolish ('ignore 
such a valuable, aid, . 
The next group of seniors 
was quick to foresee 
What a wonderful benefit 
checking can be. 
Just a minute or two 
of your time and your mass 
Will insure that you know ' 
what you must do to pass . 
The students whose records 
were checked in the fall 
Are enjoying 'he year 
and just having a ball. 
But those who neglected 
their visit to pay 
Are they who have thrown 
graduation away. 
If you"ve got the time" we"ve 
got the beer. 
Merry Christmas from 
Grellner Sales Cd Service 
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Miners Open Season With 
NEMS, SEMS Two Victories 
The UMR Miners opened the both had 14 points , and Terry 
1976-77 basketball season during Buzbee had 12 points . 
the Thanksgiving break with Snipe and Mike Diliigard led 
convincing wins over both Arkansas with 18 and 14 points 
University of Arkansas- respectively . 
Batesville on Friday night and In Saturday night's game 
over Harris Teachers College against Harris Teachers 
the following night. College the Miners defeated the 
In the season opening game visiting team behind the scoring 
against the Arkansas round- of Ron Scroggins and Dennis 
ballers, the Miners increased a DeBondt, and the rebounding of 
slim 35-33 halftime lead by Bob Stanley . Scroggins and 
outscoring the visitors 42-30 in DeBondt had 19 and 14 points, 
the second half.-The final score while Stanley had 14 rebounds 
showed a 14 point spread for the along with 11 markers. 
Miners 77-63. Team statistics The Miners ' shooting per-
show the Miners hitting 46 per centage. was way down from 
cent of their field goal tries in the previous night at 36.3 per 
the first half and a very good 65 cent and the Miners held a 
per cent in the second half for a much slighter advantage in 
complete game average of 58 rebounds with a 46-41 margin in 
point per cent. Arkansas hit on that category. 
54 per cent in the first half and Kevin Davis had 16 points for 
48 per cent in the second half for Harris, while Mike Coleman 
a total of 51 per cent. In had 11. 
rebounding, UMR held a large Miner Notes: Ross Klie is out 
edge of 42 to 28 for Arkansas. for the season openers with an 
In scoring , the Miners had injury and Chris Schroeder is 
four players in double figures still recovering from a knee 
for the night. Bob Stanley led operation he had last summer. 
the Miners with 19 points and 
also was in double figures in 
rebounds with 10, Ron 
Scroggins and Joel Schreiner 
The box ",ore: 
U~ .. t71l 
OStapowlClz 
G.;egei-
Merry Christmas Miners! 
SPECIALS THIS WEEK 
12 Oz. N.R. 6 Pk. 
OLD MIL W AUKEE .. .1.21 
7 Oz. 
·MILLER ............. .. .... ~.!:.~: . .1.49 
12 Oz. Cans 
BUD ......................... (f.~sk . .1.44, 
509 
[LIQUOR STORE 
Free Parking In Rea r 
' J 16 ",est 8th St. Phon e 364 -6131, 
t~~·~·~··~·~·~et 4 CHRISTMAS IS COMING!! , 
aAnd Christmas means presents, so ! 
~ why not come into Kenmark 's to doJD' 
~ your Christmas Shopping. We 've ~ ~ got shirts, tennis equ ipment and if ~ 
~ you need a suggestion we'll help ~ 
~ you out. ~ 
~ ~ ~ SEE OLD ST. NICK 4' 
~Kenmark Sporting Goods! 
, 904 Pine Street Rolla, Missouri S5401 ! 
t .. 3S4-3S03 '!' 
~.~ •. ~ ••• ~.~.~. 
Scroggin" 7 0 14 
Turner 0 2 2 
Schreiner 7 Q 1. 
Buzbee 5 2 12 
Stanley 9 1 19 
LewiS 3 0 6 
Keusch 1 0 2 
DeBondt 3 1 7 
Hall 0 0 0 
Barnard 0 0 0 
·r..,.,s u 7 
" 
. AC (63) FG FT T~ 
Hurl 2 2 , 
Snipe 8 ' 2 
" .Smlth 5 3 13 Dilligard 7 o _l. 
Avant, C. 3 1 10 
Avant. F. 0 2 2 
Tot.,ls 25 13 63 
The score by periods: 
UMR 35 0--71 
AC 33 ~ 
UMR (62) FG I'T TI' 
Oslapowlcz 0 0 0 
Geiger 0 0 0 
ScrdgQlnS 6 7 19 
Tur.- 0 0 0 
Sch,..ifter 2 • 8 Buzbee 0 I I 
Stanley 5 0 10 
Lewis 2 0 • Keu$Ch 2 2 6 
DeBondt 1 0- I. 
Barnard 0 0 0 
Hall 0 0 0 
, Tot .. 's :M I. 62 
Harris (42) 1'0 FT TI' 
Moore I 0 2 
Neblett 0 1 1 Jon" 2 0 • MCGow'n 0 0 0 
Cobb' 0 I I 
COI..,..n 3 5 11 
He",l, 1 1 J White I 2 • O_vls 6. • 16 
Tot.'1 I. 14 42 
Th' $Core by perll/ds: 
Harris 2. 1t-42 
lIMII 21 M'"-'2 
TIE 
Football action in tlie 
MIAA came to a ' close two 
weeks ago with the league 
contenders crossing the finish 
line in pairs. Southeast Missouri 
State and Northeast Missouri 
State tied for the 1976 title in 
just about every way possible. 
Both schools finished the 
season with a 4-1-1 conference 
record and when the two rivals 
met to settle the dispute for the 
MIAA championship the 
question was left unresolved, 
with a . tie score of 3-3 . 
The final week of competition 
only served to solidify the 
outcome of this season . Nor-
thwest Missouri State and 
Southwest Missouri State tied 
with 4-2 marks for the second 
place slot, while UMR and 
Central Missouri State closed 
out with dual losses and even 
records of 2-4. Lincoln 
University went without a 
single victory this season for 
both their conference and 
overall schedule. It was coach 
Don Hudson's first year with the 
Tigers. 
Second year coaches Ron 
Taylor (NEMSU) and Jim Lohr 
(SEMSu) traded records this 
season. Taylor improved his 
1975 mark of 4-2 by half a game 
while Lohr dropped from his 
undefeated record of 6-0 by a 
game and a half. Walt Hicklin of 
Central Missouri State finished 
again at 4-2, but Charlie Finley 
of the Miners managed to 
Chub & Jo's Restaurant 
HOME COOKING! 
OPEN 
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30-8:00 Fri. till 9:00 
l?re~~~~;tcD~~***********~~~n~~!';:!'s**!· 
*Mon.-Sal. . - - Wed. & Fr> . * 
* 10 :00 a.m. 105:30 p.m. 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.* 
: Calico Corner Ceramics : 
* 7th & Rolla 341-2442 * 
****************************** 
bolster his position this season 
by a game. Jim Redd first year 
coach for Northwest , improved 
the Bearcats 1975 mark of 3-3 by 
a game, when Dick Johan-
ningmeier (SWMSU) skipped a 
game in the first year with the 
Bears. 
A number of outstanding ' 
players emerged this season 
and from a NCAA Division II 
perspective the MIAA fared 
quite well. 
Northw-est Missouri State 
repeatedly received votes for 
the division's top ten ranked 
teams and Northeast Missouri 
State 's Steve Powell secured 
and held a strong position in 
both the scoring and rushing 
categories. 
Miner Notes: Dennis Jones of 
UMR led the MIAA with 7 in-
terceptions. Terry Ryan of 
UMR was second in the con-
ference in rushing and third in 
scoring , while quarterback Ken 
Vaughn was third in completion 




















Thousands On File 
Professional 
Researchers 
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1429 Hauck Drive In Forum II 
(Off Forum Drivel 
Now featuring a large selection 
of Sweaters for Christmas 

















































































It 's strange , but neither 
Evangel College nor Southwest 
Baptist College have sent scouts 
to the women's varsity 
basketball practices this week, 
although both are opponents of 
UMR next week. In fact there 
haven't even been any spec-
tators - it makes one speculate 
that not very many people are 
seriously thinking about 
basketball at 7 a.m. But Coach 
Caruso and her hardy team are. 
Every day as the sun rises over 
the football bleachers, hooded 
figures scurry into the Multi-
Purpose Building, and by 7 
o'elock they have turned into 
the sweating yellow-shirted, 
tennis-shoed teammates of the 
Miner Women's Varsity 
Basketball Team . 
They will have their first 
chance to put their preparation 
to the test next week, as they 
travel to Springfield to meet 
Evangel College on Tuesday 
night. Your first chance to see 
them in action here - at a 
decent hour - will be against 
Southwest Baptist College on 
Thursday night , Dec. 9. Game 
time is 7:30 and if SWBC proves 
to be as dependable as usual , 
the game should be a good one. 
UMR is small but mighty, and 
will unleash speed and some 
good outside shooters against a 
team that plays consistent and 
controlled baskeyball. Be there 
Thursday night for our home 
opener - women's basketball is 
exciting, and best of all , free . 
INTRAMURAL NEWS 
Last week the " Converse 
Coeds" promised results on 
several intramural sports; top 























T JHA Durson-King 
Crescents Williamson-Hellman 
Congratulations to these and 
all the other participants who 
didn 't quite make it this far. 
As volleyball competition 
finished up this week, the rookie 
T JHA squad found themselves 
on top of the seven-team heap 
with a 6-0 reocrd. The Crescents 
upset KD Tuesday night to 
cause a three-way tie for second 
place; Crescents, KD, and KA 
all posted 4-2 records. These 
close results indicate the 
. comparable skill level present 

















Harris Teachers College 
Drury College 
Shrone Classic 













Jan 6-7-8 MIAA Tournament Springfield 
Jan. 12 University of New Haven Rolla 
Jan. 15 Northwest Missouri State University Rolla 
Jan. 17 Northeast Missouri State University Kirksville 
Jan. 22 Central Missouri State University Rolla 
Jan. ~4 Southwest Missouri State University Springfield 
Jan. 29 8outheastMissOuii State UniversIty -ROlla 
Jan. 31 Westminster College Rolla 
Feb. 5 Southeast Missouri State University Cape Girardeau 
Feb. 9 Lincoln University Rolla 
Feb. 12 Northeast Missouri State University Rolla 
Feb. 14 Northwest Missouri State University Maryville 
Feb. 19 Lincoln University Jefferson City 
Feb. 22 Drury College Springfield 
Feb. 26 Central Missouri State University Warrensburg 
Feb. 28 Southwest Missouri State University Rolla 
ALI. HOMF. GAMES WILL BEGIN AT 7:30 P.M. 
vs 
(a brutally: honest c~p~i~) " 
"-:- '. ~ . 
. ... 
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\, '- ':_A-C'ADEMIC ' .- : -::. 
, RESe~ARCR.;',· . 
PAPERS 
THOUSANDS ON HLE ' 
Send $1.00 for your up-to-date, 
192-page. mail order catalog. 
11926 Santa Monica Blvd . 
Los Angeles, Ca . 90025 
Original research also available. 
---------------------------
Enclosed is $1 .00 . 
Please rush the catalog to : 
Name ________________ ___ 
Address ________________ _ 
City __________________ __ 
State ___________ Zip __ 
- . 
.. -:-. 
".~ 'i.. :Sniallest\t~f _ '~p'ulal' Ch~¥rolet . :::J\;:.~~l: leng-e~ed l!r~r of 
;;;:.' " -speciesl~ i~di,geno.~s t'<? .. , Noifb . .;: th:e'~ha~ Jah}ily, .~~~~ Que 
. ,'; !\. Amel'ica.'".EasY to -Own ·and·.care' .- 'bLthe l~gomorphs . .. 1itatn1e of 
, " . -for, surpri,singly t(~ugh apd spa< :.< ; :~Ol!~nern Europe and . l1()!'thern 
c .' 'r' , ,.' dous for i~ . size., ;Four w~eels, . : >Afr-lCa.~o~r ~e~. one- ~: Hops 
'c : IQUI'" cy-l.indeh;;, ' big rear ha:tch,. :' 'a-bout,mult,1plies mdis<;rnplI1ately 
. '. -,-" __ . front disc'brakes,'rack-imd-pinjon and etten oec0mes a ,PE*>t. '. -
. steet:ffig. -A l0vabJe 'rar wilimth .~ed.i -t_' f;: <' 'i - ,~.~:. j: . . , Cial appeal ferW9.I1!e-with· lte '0 _ 'f--
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The defending MIAA con-
ference champions, UMR, 
showed their winning form , 
Friday before Thanksgiving by 
soundlY beating rival Southwest 
Missouri Sta te. 
Southwest did not swim UMR 
last ye<lr in a duel meet. This 
year they have a new pool and 
figured to get a jump on UMR 
by tapering for tbe early meet. 
The Bears did swim extremely 
well, yet the depth and quality 
of the Miner team prevented 
them from realizing their goal. 
Both teams loaded their 
medley relays and the teams 
were even after the first three 
legs. Freshman John Smith 
anchored for the Miners and 
touched out the Southwest 
team. Also swimming on the 
relay for the Miners were 
Richard Ericson , Lee Ruppert , 
and Mike Norberg. UMR en-
tered a second team which was 
.also com petiti ve squads 
through the first three legs . 
Swimming on that relay were 
Brad Schrieber, Darrell Taylor, 
Mike Brennan and Reed Curtis. 
The Miners won the next 
three events ; the 1000 free , 
Fredrick ; 200 1M, Ewers; 200 
free, Orr. Mike Norberg won the 
200 fly also for UMR. 
John Dolan did an excellant 
job of diving as he took second 
and third in both events. 
Southwest's Frederking 
qualified for nationals in the 200 
back, but Erickson and 
Schrieder were right behind 
him as they were eight seconds 
under last years beginning 
times. 
Ewers also took a close 
second in the 200 breast, behind 
SMS's Harrison as he swam 
faster than he did all last year. 
The final score was UMR 62, 
SMS 51. The Bears all swam 
excellent, the Miners swam 
relatively poor, bllt the' UMR 
squad showed their dominance 
over the top contending con-
ference rivals . 
MISSOURI MINER 
Th e quarterfinals of 
Intramural Soccer were played 
this last Monday with all but one 
game resulting in an upset. T J 
was the only first place team to 
qualify for the semifinals. 
Norman Henry in his first role 
as Jimmy the Greek came up 
with a perfect record of 0-4. 
Norm predicted 'that TKE, 
FLA, Sig Ep , and Pikers would 
all survive through the quar-
Thursday, December 2, 1976 
terfinals and that the overall 
winner would be determined by 
the winner of the TKE, FLA 
semifinal game. That was until 
they both got bumped off by 
Delta Sig and Sig Nu respect-
fully. 
It was Delta Sig, second place 
team in league III , coming 
from behind to upset TKE, first 
place team in League I, by the 
score of 3-2. T J , first place team 
in League II , edged_powerful Sig 
Ep, second place in League I, in 
a close game 2-1. In another 
upset it was Sig Nu, second 
place in League II , over the 
fleet footed FLA squad , who 
took first in League IV, by the 
score of 2-1. And in the only run 
away game Sig Tau , second 
place league IV, defeated PI 
KA, first place League III, 4-1. 
Riflemen Defeat Northeast Shooters 
Inexperienced Northeast 
Missouri State Rifle Team , 
hoping for a victory at the ex-
pense of the Miners' Rifle 
Team, was stopped cold by the 
Miners by a score of 1940 to 1773. 
In the two team 'competition, 
the Miners' first team took the 
lead by a score of 989 to 924. The 
Miners ' second team out-
distanced Northeast's second 
team 951 to 849. Sargeant 
Nicely, Northeast Rifle Team 
Coach was surprised by the 
Miners strong showing and 
lamented that seven of his 
team members were new and 
lacked experience. The scores 

















O)f idt :7ince1te 
/ffi0it WOUIt PJJ~ and Wood 
0)fiU. 
The Broyles Boys 









Gary Shrewsberry 252 
Chris McCann 244 
Rich Connally 231 









196 .~ ; The Miners are two out of two 
I this season. •• . The Miners will travel to Lincoln University , Jefferson City for a Sectional Match on the 2nd of December and 
continue to Kansas State 
University, Manhattan, Kansas 
for the Turkey Shoot held on the 
5th of December. 
COLLEGE REP WANTED 
to distribute "Student Rate" 
subscription cards at this 
campus, Good income, no 
selling involved. For in-
formation and application 
send name and address to: 
Mr. D. DeMuth l 
Area Manager, 
3223 Ernst St., 
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